
 

Awakening of minds in thoughts
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Mohammad soleymani shaijani*,  

In the analysis of a literary work, all the details and phenomena that are effective in
the structural order and its formation must be reviewed and well identified.
Undoubtedly, Persian poetry is a poem of advices and messages. Throughout this old
country, we can find characters that are full of sweetest statements. The most
pleasurable feelings and most exquisite effects of thought are in their existence.
Parvin Etesami is one of the poets who seeks for ethical and social teachings more
than anything else in her poetry. In her teaching for the sympathy of humans, she is
like a kind mother and a distinguished personality. And after that she describes the
shortcomings of society ,and she provides right and accurate strategies and trainings
.This article, that has been done by analytical and descriptive method and with
approach of studying the poems of Divan Parvin Etesami in a library way ,shows that
character with thoughtful insights and specific and elaborate method including
applying debates and allegories ,anecdote ,human exposure of phenomena and
characterization ,seeks to enlighten the general minds of society. So, with helps of
factors such as ethical, justice-centered, science, wisdom, and warning about optimal
use of life and time and freedom, self-esteem, philanthropy….she is trying to do that.
In her poem, she spoils the ruthless rulers. And gives the oppressed the promise of a
bright future. She wants womans the community play a bigger role in the family and
society. Parvin Etesami portrays the social injustice for the general public, so that she
can play a more effective role in informing them.
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